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We’ve been renewed and filled with awe 
At the end of school number twenty four 
Truly a most remarkable week 
Where more of God we came to seek 
 
The Sunday started with Howie Baker 
An awesome word, a heavy shaker 
He read from Isaiah fifty four 
And challenged us to go for more 
 
While the barren is told to bring forth a song 
She’ll stay unfruitful if her singing is wrong 
You’ll have to enlarge the place of your tent 
If you want to claim that you have been sent 
 
He urged us to rise from our comfort zone 
That place where we hide, safe and alone 
No matter how loud you’re singing and or clappin’ 
One thing’s for sure – shift will happen 
 
He also started on Monday morning 
And gave us all a sturdy warning 
Remember when, to the table you come 
Make sure your enemies are left at home 
 
Thamo, in opening this special school 
Clearly laid down the golden rule 
You don’t move around or go for a leak 
So pray for the break if your plumbing is weak 
 
He spoke about our forward movement 
And why there must always be improvement 
We have to live in constant transition 
Take up our beds and change our position 
 
For God to clearly be seen and heard 
The absolute centre must be the word 
That’s why, in this season, God’s method of choice 
Is not the thunder but the still, small voice 
 
There’s something that the apostolic must find 
It’s locked up in the word “remind” 
Instead of man being strong and anointed 
The fall has left us mentally disjointed 
 
 



God always works in circular motions 
Just like the movement of the oceans 
And so His purpose will be defeated 
If you start the next orbit with the first uncompleted 
 
This is a season of equalization 
Where we’ll witness tremendous acceleration 
Bringing the harvest into pentecost 
Restoring the earth, reconciling the lost 
 
How will we show Christ to every nation 
Except through exact representation 
The total sum of our apostolic worth: 
Build heaven’s design here in the earth 
 
So if the Lord you get to know 
Your stature in the earth will show 
For every man and nation to see 
That as He is, so are we 
 
If you stay connected to apostolic grace 
You’ll keep on seeing more of His face 
And so the story of Siloam is told 
You’ll always become what you behold 
 
This orbit in God has a wonderful vibe 
It’s time for the function of the scribe 
These sent ones will bring a new directive 
And help us to see from heaven’s perspective 
 
The house of David will become the design 
For the whole of God’s apostolic line 
From Judah it’s always his family 
That’s destined, exactly like God to be 
 
So God is not after our unity 
It’s oneness He wants from you and me 
His uncomplicated simplicity 
Stands directly opposed to democracy 
 
This wonderful body just has no flaws 
It’s not like a cupboard with different draws 
We have to grasp this with our hearts 
This one God is not a collection of parts 
 
When the Bible says that God is love  
He does not get it from a little white dove 
All of these fables will come to a halt 
When we understand the idea of “gestalt” 



So we now can appreciate the words of the Son 
When He said that He and the Father are one 
And in this family, if with Christ you have died 
You live for the body to be reconciled 
 
Gentleness, lowliness and humility 
These are the things God wants to see 
One body, one Spirit, one Father of all 
Where everyone shares in the heavenly call 
 
So, to be one, we must learn how to cover 
Go ask mister Ham or Ruben the lover 
And also how to give greater honour 
To the one regarded as a minor 
 
Just as Achan brought a huge calamity 
Upon every member of his family 
The whole of a nation would suffer demise 
When their king, God’s orders, would despise 
 
So man to God will always relate 
From the vantage point of his current state 
He then describes the One he has met 
According to what, from Him, he could get 
 
Now kakos is another word 
That should rather not be heard 
It somehow leaves a very bad smell 
And opposes love, that you can tell 
 
There is a higher place than son 
On a level where we have become one 
The last location before the journey’s end 
And this position is called a friend 
 
Hebron is the appointed place 
No wonder it means ‘a city of grace’ 
You may have loved with the words of your lips 
But here you deal with relationships 
 
A friend will be at the bridegroom’s side 
To prepare for him a beautiful bride 
He looks at the interest of another 
And really sticks closer than a brother 
 
The patriarchs, in Hebron, found their grave 
The way of the nations they did pave 
Here you will face your final test 
Before you can come into Zion’s rest  



If you conquer Hebron you can have peace 
Wholly following God lets your warfare cease 
Then the next location your spirit will stir 
And you’ll want to move and take Debir 
 
Here all the mysteries will be simply shown 
But it cannot be taken by brute force alone 
Then there is Arba with wonderful stature 
The perfect man with a four-square nature 
 
We also have Anak who is Arba’s son 
The long-necked and the confident one 
He has a first-born whose name is Sheshai 
And he’s always asking: “who am I?” 
 
The second one has to do with your brother 
It always seeks to lift up another 
The last has to do with your formation 
Where you wait until sufferings turn to celebration 
 
So do not get attached to things 
You’ll see how much this season brings 
But your Lot you will have to leave behind 
If the place of Hebron you want to find 
 
There’s also the spirit of the Kohatite 
To help us get this whole thing right 
Otherwise Hebron might bring your demise 
If you look at it through Absalom’s eyes 
 
When David lamented the lovely ones 
The song of the bow was all about sons 
From the book of righteousness you sing 
About the Lord’s anointed fallen King 
 
David was so much like our Saviour 
Not looking at Saul’s demonic behaviour 
Though he hunted him down like a raging bull 
He still was described as beautiful 
 
To be a repairer of the breach 
You just will have to perfect your speech 
And this is really in your song 
Where grace will cover all the wrong 
 
Through our testimony we come to prove 
That auntie Rahab can marry this move 
It all has to do just with plugging in 
If you miss it you’ll wonder what could have been 



How will we mend a church so torn 
It’s in Hebron where the sons are born 
Don’t seek the solution in the government 
It will only come through covenant 
 
To stand in the ministry of prayer 
The priesthood will have to take us there 
It’s the interface between heaven and earth 
So the priest had to be of natural birth 
 
This means that he first had to be a son 
With the mindset of the heavenly One 
Christ will be first-born IN many brothers 
And they will bring healing to all the others 
 
A high-priest must be dispossessed 
And yet be in a position of rest 
As apostolic, representing the king 
As a priest you lay down everything 
 
When God, in His wisdom, rented the veil 
The occupation of Levite was up for sale 
His grace and mercy was so abundant 
And the work of Aaron became redundant 
 
Remember it’s only the High Priestly call 
That could stand in the holiest of all 
But now it’s been opened for everyone 
So Melchizedek cannot be Aaron’s son 
 
It’s only as a son you can pray 
As “created” you have nothing to say 
You’ll beg from the view of your mortal birth 
But as High Priest you’ll stand and manage the earth 
 
He acts on behalf of the Father here 
Bringing the sacred into the fallen sphere 
Until the final reality 
Where all returns to immortality 
 
This realm’s called ‘seated in heavenly places’ 
The eternal that a priest embraces 
It takes the lion and the lamb 
To represent the great “I Am” 
 
And so this priesthood can only give life 
‘Cause it does not know any mortal strife 
At the river of Jordan God did not say 
This is my Priest who will be the way 



 
So Noah was a righteous man 
And through his line would continue the plan 
From his loins Melchizedek would stem 
We saw it could be no other than Shem 
 
Shaun then came and told us the story 
Of the earth restored to its former glory 
Time only started after the fall 
‘Cause eternity was meant to govern all 
 
Throughout the scriptures the rule stays the same 
It’s when God breathed that man became 
So dust can only start to live 
When its Maker decides His breath to give 
 
It makes no difference how you count your worth 
God only sees two men in the earth 
So you have to confess Him as your Lord 
If you want to receive the breath of the word 
 
The reason why the word must be spoken 
Is because the image of God has been broken 
So we went to the schoolmaster’s picture book 
To see how a first-born son should look 
 
This kind of son must be very sharp 
When others throw spears they play the harp 
Dishonouring headship is never allowed 
The song of the bow is taught to the crowd 
 
To function as a royal priesthood 
Eternity has to be fully understood 
Then we will live from the timeless zone 
And only represent the throne 
 
When we live in the order of Melchizedek 
We’ll stand with our foot on the enemy’s neck 
As the first-born son with double portion 
Our words will be clear, without distortion 
 
It’s really our mouths that will be double 
This is the start of the devil’s trouble 
For from our lips the “dabar” is decreed 
And will be effective in mission and deed 
 
This is how we’ll know that we’ve grown 
Our speech will line up with the throne 
We will discern our spiritual day 



No more a case of “you say but I say” 
 
And so the work of Christ’s intercession 
Is to be the High Priest of our confession 
His heavenly role of mediation 
Is based on the speech of His holy nation 
 
This order’s not based on human birth 
It’s about possessing heaven and earth 
Abraham gives it the right to the land 
While David rules through Judah’s hand 
 
We saw the battle of the seeds 
And to what extremes this warfare leads 
The same old story, it’s never fresh 
The Spirit persecuted by the flesh 
 
From Abraham to David to Jeremiah 
It’s about the coming of the Messiah 
If it can’t be wiped out, get the picture 
It will be polluted by a mixture 
 
To get this seed to maturity 
God’s always defended its purity 
But it just cannot stay protected in satin 
So we start to see a brilliant pattern 
 
While the first-born is usually not progressing 
God takes the second and gives him the blessing 
And so begins the age-old strife 
That has even cost a brother his life 
 
It all has to do with the first-born son 
The Christ in Whom we all are one 
But although we’ve all been justified 
On earth we still need to be sanctified 
 
The work of the cross must be appropriated 
And our departure has to be activated 
This will not be achieved by moaning 
But by the Spirit’s inner groaning 
 
There are some first-born identifications 
Signposts that point to these relations 
All these things carry something so true 
The world will not have the last say about you 
 
Sagie told us of the favour to come 
And the difference it will mean to some 



And if you have this wonderful thing 
An “unfair advantage” is what it will bring 
 
So in this frequency you’ll get connected 
To those whom God for you has selected 
Even your giants will be defeated 
And the people of God differently treated 
 
The dogs won’t even bark at night 
In Egypt’s darkness, Goshen has light 
A difference upon the church will be seen 
Acceleration as there has never been 
 
This principle operates everywhere 
A camera capsule that lays you bare 
To every sceptic who not yet believes 
Just ask King Solomon about his leaves 
 
You’ll have to show the tenacity 
To change your engine’s capacity 
From a tuc-tuc travelling on the bi-way 
To a four-wheeler cruising on the highway 
 
You might not think this could be true 
But ants all greet with a high five or two 
You might be driving, but miss by far 
If you don’t have the full control of the car 
 
This favour is something you cannot hide 
So when it shows up, just enjoy the ride 
With it will also come greater maturity 
And a stronger desire for purity 
 
We heard about the placebo effect 
And how it will try to fool the elect 
Your victory over this soulish dimension 
Is determined by the price of the injection 
 
Where maturity is out of the question 
You’ll see the power of suggestion 
It will even make some people presume 
What they’re smelling must be real perfume 
 
An important thing is humility 
Another is honouring authority 
Do not discard the power of seed 
It will come to your aid in the hour of need 
 
So on this journey of accelerations 



We went to visit some important stations 
We also heard about new inventions 
And saw the need for diversifications 
 
So please don’t violate the copyright 
Of the New King James if it’s in your might 
But how will they ever come to find 
The verses settled in your mind 
 
The difference between oneness and unity 
Was opened up clearly for all to see 
Through a church that was living in the past 
Until it was freed by Jesus at last 
 
This church was involved in deep intercession 
So Jesus gave it an apostolic commission 
When the pigs all drowned and gave up their breath 
The end of this union could only be death 
 
We looked at the New Jerusalem 
The trees and the zoe life in them 
Even the glory that with it goes 
It’s all about where the river flows 
 
This means that the word is back in the middle 
And the city church completes the riddle 
So back to the garden we cannot go 
‘Cause there’s a snake that spoils the show 
 
While the law of Moses had many commands 
The ehad of God has four demands 
But something that’s not in the end of the book 
Is the name of your church, gone have a look 
 
Christ has no place, His head to lay 
His body will be the only way 
God’s people don’t realize, and it’s a pity 
That we’re talking about the church in the city 
 
The Jews had to hear, understand and do 
The cherubims tell the story too 
The face, the eyes, the hands and feet 
For the glory to come they had to meet 
 
We will remember, when the parachurch fades 
That the bride does not have any maids 
From Samson’s mindset we have to migrate 
And come to David, that’s our mandate 
 



We looked at the problem of Romans seven 
And how the Spirit gives life from heaven 
All condemnation is taken away 
When we follow His leading every day 
 
To walk in the Spirit is not mystical 
Just agree with the Word, it’s so practical 
The church of Acts did not think it a joke 
When apostles talked, the Spirit spoke 
 
So Paul’s demonstration of spirit and power 
Has nothing to do with the man of the hour 
He simply lived a life that was righteous 
His reputation was pure and blameless 
 
The Holy Spirit inside us is yearning 
Because we’ve become so slow of learning 
This life is not designed for our leisure 
But to bring us to Christ’s stature and measure 
 
Don’t let them take you for a ride 
You only have one spirit inside 
The DNA of God will prevail 
It carries a code: “I cannot fail” 
 
The problem is our spirit’s size 
We’ve never taught it to arise 
While it operates on revelation 
Logic and knowledge is not its foundation 
 
You have to restore your spiritual passion 
And sow to the spirit in a biblical fashion 
Then come to a place of being nothing 
Offense is a sign you thought you were something 
 
A brand new speaker at the school was born 
When Ralph explained what was said by Shaun 
We’ll have to know how to fill the gap 
Between arising and shining, or it could be a trap 
 
To set up a way in which others should walk 
Apostolic leaders have to live what they talk 
It’s the laying out of a heritage 
For us to enjoy apostolic privilege 
 
When Timothy was called Paul’s beloved son 
He got the name of the first-born One 
You can know your father so well, but rather 
You should come to know your father’s Father 



 
And so, for us to fill that gap 
We had a look at David’s map 
We searched out some important things 
‘Cause his legacy in our ears still rings 
 
From the house of Saul, driven out by force 
He connected to his prophetic source 
He also knew that Goliath’s sword 
Could accelerate him in the Lord 
 
Sentimental connections will delay your start 
And limited resource will test your heart 
And when you receive a prophetic word 
Be quick to act on what you’ve heard 
 
To go into battle is not your choice 
You need the clarity of God’s voice 
To keep your anger from spoiling your life 
He could even be speaking through your wife 
 
If you do not want to become disjointed 
Please do not touch the Lord’s anointed 
Consider the body of high esteem 
Don’t braai when your enemy loses steam 
 
Learn to sing the song of the bow 
Strengthen yourself when spirits are low 
And lastly, this we learned from Ralph 
You have to know how to hide yourself 
 
So now, as we realize this is the end 
We hope you’ll leave here as a friend 
It’s always a moment to lament 
But remember, from here you have been sent 
 


